
The manual lawn mower GE-HM 38 S-F is a very functional equipment for any hobby gardener, with which smaller lawns can be mowed quietly, with

ease and in an environmentally-friendly manner. The special, contactless cutting technology facilitates the work immensely, as only low friction losses

develop between the blades.Thus, the necessary energy expenditure and the volume are reduced. This high-quality cylinder mower has a smooth-

running mowing spindle mounted in ball bearings with 5 precision-ground cutting knives from high-grade steel and enables an exact selection of the

desired cutting height thanks to a four-level cutting height adjustment, in order to achieve results suitable for a golf course. Recommended for lawns up

to about 250m².

GE-HM 38 S-F

Hand Lawn Mower
Item No.: 3414161

Ident No.: 11015

Bar Code: 4006825607765

Features
Contactless, quiet and effortless cutting technology-

Ball bearing mowing spindle with 5 high-quality steel knives-

Precision-ground cutting knives of high-quality steel-

Quiet and environmentally-friendly-

Cutting results suitable for "golf course lawns"-

4 stage cutting height adjustment 13-38 mm (13|23|32|38mm)-

Lawn-protecting, large-area wheels-

Plastic roller Ø 50 mm over the entire cutting width-

Ergonomically formed, height-adjustable handlebar-

Space-saving storage by means of the parking position-

Removable 26 litre grass catch box-

Recommended for lawns up to 250 m²-

Technical Data
- Cutting width 38 cm

- Mowing spindle diameter 125 mm

- Number of mowing knives 5

- Capacity of catch bag 26 L

- Wheels diameter 220 mm

- Cutting height adjustment 4 settings  |  13, 23, 32, 38 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight 8.2 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 9.5 kg

- Pieces per export carton 1 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 0 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 550 x 455 x 270 mm

- Dimensions export carton 0 x 0 x 0 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 400 | 840 | 945

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved

GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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